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long in the tooth (phrase) American English definition and
synonyms | Macmillan Dictionary
Long in the tooth definition: If you describe someone as long
in the tooth, you are saying unkindly or humorously that |
Meaning, pronunciation, translations.
Long in the Tooth
Possibly from the practice of examining the length of horses'
teeth when estimating their ages: an old horse has long,
rectangular incisors, and their occlusion.
Long in the tooth | Definition of Long in the tooth at
wyvimupibipa.tk
be long in the tooth meaning: to be old, often too old to do
something. Learn more.
long in the tooth (phrase) American English definition and
synonyms | Macmillan Dictionary
Long in the tooth definition: If you describe someone as long
in the tooth, you are saying unkindly or humorously that |
Meaning, pronunciation, translations.
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in the tooth « The Word Detective
in the tooth definition, (in most vertebrates) one of the
bodies or processes usually attached in a row to each
serving for the prehension and.

'Long in the tooth' - the meaning and origin of this phrase
Define long in the tooth (phrase) and get synonyms. What is
long in the tooth ( phrase)? long in the tooth (phrase)
meaning, pronunciation and more by.
What Does Long In The Tooth Mean? - Writing Explained
Despite the fact that horses' teeth can wear down over time,
the idea is that the longer the tooth is, the older the horse
is. Therefore, this idiom is used to describe.
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I really felt at home and would like to recommend to all
students who want to learn English properly to come to
Bloomsbury. That earliest citation recorded in Long in the
Tooth to a woman rather than a horse: "His cousin was now of
more than middle age, and had nobody's word but her own for
the beauty which she said she once possessed.
Shewaslean,andyellow,andlonginthetooth;alltheredandwhiteinallthet
Show. For example, a groove in an upper incisor usually first
appears when a horse is ten, moves halfway down the tooth in
five years, reaches the end in another five, and then begins
to disappear. Like Facebook Page.
I'mnotsayingthattheexpressionisn'tusedtodescribehorses-itjustseem
words are frequent, two-star words are more frequent, and
three-star words are the most frequent. Three years old, eh?
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